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Quantum “Pathfinder”
(Extended Abstract)
Alexander Yu. Vlasov
Abstract
It is discussed an opportunity to introduce new class of quantum al-
gorithms based on possibility to express amplitude of transition between
two states of quantum system as sum of some function along all possible
classical paths. Continuous analogue of the property with integral on all
possible paths is well known due to Feynman approach and ensures the
correspondence with classical minimal action principle. It is less techni-
cal and rather popular introduction to earlier work about application of
Lagrangian methods in quantum computing [1].
* * *
Alice: Our main task — is practical realization of
a general purpose quantum computer.
Bob: I have got one, PQ1 64Qb
√
2GHZ. And so?
Alice: Excellent! Try Shor’s factoring algorithm.
Bob: I am trying: 55 = 7× 9 1
7
? . . . 8× 6 7
8
?
(Quantum Communications, September 2, 2018)
Lack of algorithms is certain problem of quantum information science. Pos-
sibly, famous Shor’s factoring algorithm would be enough, but even if we would
have general purpose quantum computer with hundreds qubits, overcome deco-
herence, etc., it still may fail with decomposition of number 55 simply because
some quantum phase gate instead of e32iφ is doing e31.9iφ.
Formally, it may be anyway general purpose quantum computer, because
there is implemented universal set of quantum gates; in principle the system
may perform arbitrary unitary operator in exponentially big Hilbert space and
be quite appropriate for wide variety of tasks like simulation of quantum system
or realization currently unknown quantum algorithms.
The problem discussed above is simply usual declaration about difficulty to
realize some “pure digital” tasks on analogue element. The quantum computer
is using methods both discrete and analogue processing and it is useful to find
good balance.
Class of NP-complete tasks is even more powerful than Shor’s factoring
algorithm. Well known example, traveling salesman problem (TSP), looks “more
physicaslly,” because it is a task about finding shorter paths. Really one of
earliest paper about quantum algorithm was devoted just the TSP [2]. It should
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be mentioned, that problem of finding minimal path in graph [2] really even
beyond scope of NP-complete problems [3], because formally it differs from
initial TSP, i.e. about finding a path shorter than given length.
Unfortunately, the solution [2] need for exponential number of particles, but
the problem of minimal path anyway devote attention, due to very natural bond
between physical and combinatorial tasks displayed in such kind of problems.
There is well known and quite popular explanation by Feynman [4], why laws
of quantum mechanics cause photon to travel between two points by shortest
possible way1 in agreement with classical minimal action principle.
However, search for new quantum algorithms of such a kind have been failing,
C. Bennett wrote in [5]
“No fast quantum algorithms have been found for other famous search or
optimization problems, such as the traveling salesman problem and the
large class (called NP-complete) of problems equivalent to it. These prob-
lems, like the naive approach to factoring, can be cast as searches for a
successful solution among exponentially many candidates; but unlike fac-
toring, no way is known of transition them into problems with a periodic
structure amenable to detection by quantum interference.”
In the Feynman’s approach the photon just travelling along all possible clas-
sical paths, and due to oscillating term exp( i
~
A) only trajectories near extremum
of action function A survive. The Bennett’s formulation above looks very close
to the principle. Why does not try to use the sums along all paths for some
quantum optimization algorithm?
Rigorously, we should not expect precisely solution of TSP-like problems for
any initial data using the method — there is diffraction phenomenon, i.e., if
irregularities of media are comparable with period of spatial oscillations (wave
length), instead of one trajectory we may have some periodic angular scaterring.
But even such phenomenon may be useful, say Simon and Shor quantum algo-
rithms in such picture may be compared with finding step of diffraction grating
by spectral decomposition of falling white light (or X-ray analysis of crystals).
Anyway such phenomenon devotes applications or research in area of quan-
tum information science. One obvious difficulty — is usage finite dimensional
spaces in theory of quantum computing. This difficulty was partially overcome
in [1], there was shown, that most methods used in continuous theory may be
rewritten for finite-dimensional discrete case using quite straightforward ideas.
The second problem is misconceptions due to formal difficulty with situating
the task in classification of quantum algorithms. Say, it was proven in [6], that
“. . . that relative to an oracle chosen uniformly at random, with proba-
bility 1, the class NP cannot be solved on a quantum Turing machine in
time o(2n/2). We also show that relative to a permutation oracle chosen
uniformly at random, with probability 1, the class NP ∩ co–NP cannot
be solved on a quantum Turing machine in time o(2n/3).”
1Even in nonhomogeneous media, including discontinuous case like refraction on boundary
of air and water.
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Is
√
N speedup like in Grover algorithm the best possible result? It is not quite
so — in the same paper [6], we can read
“What is the relevance of these oracle results? We should emphasize
that they do not rule out the possibility that NP ⊆ BQP. What these
results do establish is that there is no black-box approach to solving NP-
complete problems by using some uniquely quantum-mechanical features
of QTMs.”
The failure with NP-complete problems is some attribute of unitary quantum
evolution, for example even small nonlinearity may help resolve such problems
[7]. Really it is even possible to use some linear, but nonunitary physical models,
let us consider for example evolution described by diagonal matrix with all units,
except of one element 1 + ǫ.
The model with path sums uses unitary quantum evolution. Why does it
produce fast search, if to take into account pessimistic experience mentioned
above? First observation is that every day we can see light travelling just along
minimal paths. This argument may be disputed using already mentioned exam-
ple with diffraction: such path optimization “algorithm” uses special structure
of initial data, but not general one suggested in NP-complete tasks, for example
it is smooth density for finding shortest path, or periodic structures for period
finding discussed earlier.
Even with such limitations algorithm devotes attention, but there is yet
another argument. We may always choose period of oscillations small enough, to
resolve “diffraction problem” for given task. Furthermore, even with diffraction
such a quantum algorithm anyway would “perform summation” along all paths
and classical computer need exponential time for such a task with exponential
number of trajectories or even infinite one, if we consider “smooth path limit”
∆t→ 0, then sums produce famous functional integral.
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Figure 1: Quantum parallelism
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Figure 2: Feynman’s paths
It is necessary to emphasize, that Feynman path integral (sum) model has
certain difference with simpler Deutsch’ quantum parallelism idea [8] initially
inspired by Many-Worlds Interpretation of quantum mechanics. On Figures 1
and 2 depicted formal difference between quantum parallelism and paths sum
paradigm. This rather simple, but unexpected fact may be realized by direct
analysis of Lagrangian model described in [1], but using rather rough sketch of
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idea, it may be compared with complexity of multiplication of arbitrary large (in-
finite in continuous limit) number of giant matrices in Heisenberg picture of path
model and parallel processing with huge number of amplitudes in Schro¨dinger
picture of quantum parallelism model. In path model data is “encoded” in
operator (matrix) and in Deutsch’ approach — in state (vector).
In quantum mechanics of system with infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces
the correspondence between operators and classical function is just subject of
quantization procedure. For example classical Hamiltonian of harmonic oscillator
H(p, q) = p2 + q2 (1)
corresponds to operator
Hˆ = qˆ2 + pˆ2 = x2 − ∂
2
∂x2
, Hˆ : ψ(x) 7→ x2ψ(x)− ψ′′(x). (2)
How to suggest similar analogue for discrete system? Operators here is sim-
ply matrices, but that particular matrix can be associated with some classical
function of p and q? It is possible and discussed in [1].
A classical function H(p, q) after such quantization procedure corresponds
to some Hamiltonian, e.g. for finite-dimensional Hilbert space with dimension
D, it is D ×D Herimtian matrix Hˆ
Q(quantization) : H(p, q)←→ Hˆ. (3)
Evolution of quantum system is described by unitary matrix
Uˆ(T ) = e−iHˆT . (4)
On the other hand, amplitude of transition between states |k〉 and |j〉
〈k|Uˆ(T )|j〉 = Uˆjk (5)
may be expressed using sum on all paths with exponent of some expression
resembling action in Hamiltonian mechanics with classical function H(p, q) [1].
It is the more precise, the more fine division of time interval
∆t = T/N, U =
(
e−iHˆ∆t
)N
. (6)
It is clear, a model with quantum oracles and Turing machines may be not
quite relevant for present discussion, and it is not clear, if the path integral may
really resolve some NP-complete, exponential or even undecidable problems2 in
theory of algorithms, or would be useful only for simulation of quantum systems.
2Problems that may not be resolved by classical Turing machine in finite time, like Turing
Machine Halting Problem, Words Problem, Tiling Problem [9], etc.
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